Honorary Fellows of RMetS

This is a signal honour bestowed by Council at their discretion on distinguished members of the profession and carried the full privileges of Fellowship. Honorary Fellows are entitled to use the letters HonFRMetS.

Following are the Honorary Fellows of the Society who have consented to have their names and (in some cases photographs) published.

His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales

- Prof Akio Arakawa HonFRMetS Elected as an honorary fellow in 2013
Mr
Oliver
Ashford
HonFRMetS
Elected as an honorary fellow in 2009

•

Sir
David
Attenborough
HonFRMetS, CBE, FRS
Elected as an honorary fellow in 2011

•

Prof
Lennart
Bengtsson
HonFRMetS
Elected as an honorary fellow in 2009

•
Prof Keith Browning FRS, HonFRMetS
Elected as an honorary fellow in 2006

Prof Harry Bryden FRMetS
Elected as an honorary fellow in 2013

Dr David Burridge CBE HonFRMetS
Elected as an honorary fellow in 2011

Dr Ralph Cicerone HonFRMetS
Elected as an honorary fellow in 2012
Prof Christopher George Collier
BSc ARCS FRMetS CMet
Elected as an honorary fellow in 2012

Dr Juliana Dias
Elected as an honorary fellow in 2014

Dr Antonio Divino Moura
Elected as an honorary fellow in 2013

Mr Andrew
Gilchrist
HonFRMetS
Elected as an honorary fellow in 2001

Prof Georgy Golitsyn
HonFRMetS
Elected as an honorary fellow in 2011

Prof Klaus Hasselmann
Elected as an honorary fellow in 2013

Prof Raymond Hide
HonFRMetS
Elected as an honorary fellow in 2003
Sir Brian Hoskins
HonFRMetS CBE FRS
Elected as an honorary fellow in 2001

Sir John Houghton
CBE, FRS, HonFRMetS
Elected as an honorary fellow in 1995

Prof Julian Hunt
HonFRMetS FRMetS FRS
Elected as an honorary fellow in 2011
Mr Chiu Lam
CMet, HonFRMetS
Elected as an honorary fellow in 2010

Dr Syukuro Manabe
HonFRMetS
Elected as an honorary fellow in 2006

Prof Taroh Matsuno
Elected as an honorary fellow in 2013

Prof Walter Heinrich Munk
HonFRMetS
Elected as an honorary fellow in 1998
Prof Robert Penrose Pearce HonFRMetS
Elected as an honorary fellow in 1998

Prof Norman Alton Phillips HonFRMetS
Elected as an honorary fellow in 1998

Dr Peter Ryder CB FRMetS HonFRMetS
Elected as an honorary fellow in 2007
Dr
Olivier
Talagrand
HonFRMetS
Elected as an honorary fellow in 2012

Prof
Guoxiong
Wu
Elected as an honorary fellow in 2012

Prof
Carl
Wunsch
HonFRMetS
Elected as an honorary fellow in 2012

Prof
John
Zillman
AO FAA FTSE HonFRMetS
Elected as an honorary fellow in 2011